
W I N T H E R  B I K E S

Every Day, 
A Safe Start 
With Winther 
Kangaroo 
Bikes
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A new place to live, the arrival of a cute newborn. Life changes, 

and so will your transportation needs. Winther Kangaroo 

Bikes meet your family’s needs for secure and comfortable 

transportation of even the smallest member of your family. 

Easy maneuvering properties combined with solid 

craftmanship delivers safe transportation of your family.

Explore Your Every Day 
With Winther Bikes 
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WINTHER KANGAROO – A FAMILY’S BEST FRIEND

We strive to make the most optimal cargo bikes that you as a family can 

trust – every day. Our bikes are long-lasting and offer a sustainable 

transportation solution based on innovative design – so you can focus 

on all the other important things in life.

NEW 
ISO-FIX 

SOLUTION



Winther Bikes
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Engineered 
For Safe Rides 

Every Day



Tradition of engineering
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Winther Bikes

Maggie: 8 years
Merle: 5 years



A Bike To Be Trusted

Since 1932, the Danish company 

Winther has manufactured bikes. 

Bikes built on a vision of safe child 

transport. Bikes that your kids love 

more than your car. Bikes built on 

the newest materials and extensive 

know-how. Bikes that you love to 

ride. Bikes that you can trust.

Crafting Bikes 
For Generations
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Winther Bikes

PASSION FOR THE EXTRAORDINARY BIKE EXPERIENCE

At Winther Bikes, we combine high standards of quality 

control with our engineering knowledge and know-how of 

bike production. This is how we provide safe, comfortable 

and sustainable bikes for every family. All Kangaroo bikes are 

customised to exactly fit the needs of your family at our premises 

near Silkeborg, Denmark. Here, we paint the frames by hand 

when you choose specific colours and test ride each and every 

one to ensure that what you get is a trustworthy, quality bike.
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ANTI-THEFT

Each bike has it’s 

own  unique and 

visible frame number



Designed For Safe Rides
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My Kind
of Car



Tradition of engineering
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Safety Features On A Kangaroo
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THOUGHT-THROUGH IN EVERY DETAIL

Based on carefully selected components and 

features tested over time. All Winther Kangaroos 

are designed with safety in mind.

Safety Features On 
Winther Kangaroo Bikes
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Strong hydraulic disc brakes are essential 
when riding with a precious load.

The strong aluminium bars offer 
protection above children’s heads for 
added safety. Holding the cabin cover 
is their secondary purpose. 

We use several reflectors for increased 
visibility in traffic when dark: on the 
wheels, frame, cabin base and hood top.

Our cabin bases are formed in strong, 
impact-resistant PE or PSPE material 
without any sharp edges. Enhances 
child comfort and safety during the ride.

Thought through seat design ensures 
safely seated children during the ride.

HYDRAULIC DISC BRAKES FRONT AND REAR

SAFETY FEATURES - ALL KANGAROO BIKES

HEAD PROTECTION

REFLECTORS

ROUNDED & SHOCK-ABSORBING CABIN BASES

NECK SUPPORT AND 5-POINT HARNESS

We use carefully selected well-known 
quality components for added safety 
and durability.

QUALITY COMPONENTS

Engineered for extra protection 
in case of coalition.

STRONG FRONT FRAME
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A Bike To 
Be Trusted



Tradition of engineering
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Urban Living
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Choosing a cargo bike may be motivated by many 

different needs. Practical needs like getting there 

faster when the traffic is heavy or enjoying saving 

money on parking, insurance costs and maintenance. 

It may also be a positive lifestyle choice. Showing 

the next generation that you can do without a car, 

making kids enjoy cycling and the freedom it offers, 

considering your environmental impact.

A durable 
Lifestyle  
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THE NEXT GENERATION AND OUR IMPACT ON THE ENVIRONMENT

With a Winther Kangaroo you can be certain your bike will last a long 

time thanks to its durability. In fact, many Winther Kangaroos are resold 

after years of use. We enjoy seeing these previous generations of 

Winther Kangaroos on the roads. “Ownership” may merely be looking 

after your bike until another family can take it over…  a good way to limit 

wasted resources.  

Ok, maybe it needs a new hood and general service when you pass it 

on, but for that we offer a full range of easily available spare parts so you 

can maintain your bike in the best possible way for many years ahead.

We make quality bikes that lasts – one of our ways 

of contributing to a more sustainable way of life.



Kangaroo Family
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EACH A UNIQUE CHARACTER

Winther Kangaroo Bikes are optimised to carry your 

family and all that’s precious to you. They all can be 

customized according to your needs. Choose your 

preferred  colours, seat configuration, gear and 

motor option and various accessories.

Meet The Winther 
Kangaroo Family



Winther Bikes
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Cargoo

Kangaroo Lite

Kangaroo Luxe



Unique advantages make 

Kangaroo Luxe the ultimate 

cargo bike. It is designed for 

optimal transportation of children, 

considering both their comfort as 

well as the riders.

Kangaroo Luxe

Kangaroo Family

1 position

Head tube-based to ensure stable 

and dynamic steering 

Impact-resistant polyethylene (PE), UV stabilised

Aluminium 6061

Independent torsion bar on front wheels

Phthalate-free nylon, shower-proof material 

20×1.75 with mono-suspended hub, double-base 
aluminium rims and hydraulic disc brakes as standard

26×1.75 with a selection of gear and brake options

38 kg incl hood excl. seats, excl. E-system

Cabin: 100 kg / Rider max: 110 kg

86 cm

Length: 210 cm, width: 90 cm, height: 120 cm

Length: 95 cm, width: 70 cm, elbow width: 77 cm, 
height from cabin seat base to hood: 77 cm

FRAME CONSTRUCTION

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

CABIN BASE

HOOD

STEERING SYSTEM

STEERING DAMPER

FRONT WHEEL SUSPENSION

FRONT WHEELS

REAR WHEELS

NET WEIGHT

LOAD CAPACITY

WHEEL TRACK SPACING

DIMENSIONS

CABIN DIMENSIONS
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250 kgTOTAL MAX WEIGHT



ULTIMATE COMFORT 

The cabin is spacious with plenty of room for up to two 

children (135 cm tall). It is easy for little ones to enter 

themselves due to the low entry point, saving the adult 

a lot of lifting. The specially designed mesh seat reclines 

and can be set to face the adult. Convenient when 

wanting to keep eye contact with your child and 

comfortable when they take a nap on the way home. 

Behind the seats, there is plenty of room for luggage 

and more.

The handlebar can be adjusted into several positions 

fitting each individual. The cabin hood comes with a 

sunroof, a convenient pocket at the rear end and side 

windows that open for extra ventilation.

TECHNICALLY ADVANCED

The lightweight, torsionally rigid aluminium front frame 

makes it easy to manoeuvre. It offers great road-holding 

qualities in combination with the built-in torsion 

suspension. It comes with a steering damper and 

hydraulic disc brakes for optimal safety.

GEAR & MOTOR OPTIONS

A motor gives you the extra power boost to make your 

journey more comfortable. We offer you various 

motor options. Choose between the Shimano STePS 

center motor or the Bafang rear hub motor, both with 

different gearing options.

WInther Bikes

19DESIGN

HOOD

 Leif Hagerup and Lars Malmborg

FRAME



The user-friendly, to-the-point 

design delivers everything you 

need in a cargo bike. Spacious 

cabin, ergonomic seats, and a 

low entry point for kids to enter 

themselves ensure an enjoyable 

ride.

Kangaroo Lite

Head tube-based to ensure stable 

and dynamic steering 

Impact-resistant PSPE material, UV stabilised

Aluminium 6061 (rear frame), steel (front frame)

Phthalate-free nylon, shower-proof material 

20×1.75 with mono-suspended hub, double-base 
aluminium rims and hydraulic disc brakes

26×1.75 with different gear and brake options

38,4 kg incl. hood excl. seats, excl. E-system

84.5 cm

Length: 207 cm, width: 89 cm, height: 115 cm

Length: 86 cm, width: 71.5 cm, 
height from cabin seat base to hood: 74 cm

FRAME CONSTRUCTION

CABIN BASE

HOOD

STEERING SYSTEM

FRONT WHEELS

REAR WHEELS

NET WEIGHT

LOAD CAPACITY

WHEEL TRACK SPACING

DIMENSIONS

CABIN DIMENSIONS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Kangaroo Family
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Cabin: 100 kg / Rider max: 110 kg

250 kgTOTAL MAX WEIGHT



SPACIOUS ROOM FOR KIDS

There is plenty of space for children up to 130 cm here. 

Similar to the Kangaroo Luxe, the entrance point is 

low, making it is easy for children to enter and exit. The 

blow-moulded PE plastic seats are designed to ensure 

a correct ergonomic position where the backrest offers 

support. The seats come with five-point harnesses. 

Behind the seats, there is plenty of room for luggage.

The cabin cover has a panoramic window so you can 

easily keep an eye on the kids while riding. The front of 

the cabin opens, as well as the rear end. Side windows 

that partly open provide added ventilation.

DURABLE STRENGTH

The rear frame is made of aluminium while the front frame 

is made of rigid steel. It comes with hydraulic disc brakes 

and a steering damper in one position, making the Kan-

garoo Lite comfortable and stable to ride. The handlebar 

comes in one fixed position, fitting all riders.

GEAR & MOTOR OPTIONS

A motor gives you the extra power boost to make your 

journey more comfortable. We offer you various 

motor options. Choose between the Shimano STePS 

center motor or the Bafang rear hub motor, both with 

different gearing options.

WInther Bikes
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Cargoo is our most flexible model. 

It is both suited for transporting 

children as well as all other 

precious items you may want to 

bring along.

Cargoo

Kangaroo Family

1 setting

Head tube-based to ensure stable 

and dynamic steering 

Impact-resistant PSPE material, UV stabilised

Aluminium 6061 (rear frame), steel (front frame)

Phthalate-free nylon, shower-proof material 

20×1.75 with mono-suspended hub, double-base 
aluminium rims and hydraulic disc brakes

26×1.75 with different gear and brake options

39 kg incl. hood excl. seats, excl. E-system

84.5 cm

Length: 207 cm, width: 89 cm, height to 
handlebar: 114 cm, height to hood: 126 cm

Length: 86 cm, width: 70 cm, rear height: 45 cm, front 
height: 32 cm, height from cabin seat base to hood: 74 cm

FRAME CONSTRUCTION

CABIN BASE

HOOD

STEERING SYSTEM

STEERING DAMPER

FRONT WHEELS

REAR WHEELS

NET WEIGHT

LOAD CAPACITY

WHEEL TRACK SPACING

DIMENSIONS

CABIN DIMENSIONS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
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Cabin: 100 kg / Rider max: 110 kg

250 kgTOTAL MAX WEIGHT



VERSATILE SPACE

The spacious box has plenty of room for both children 

and goods. Choose among a wide variety of seating 

options. Do you need a flexible space? Then go for the 

foldable bench solution. Or is your baby coming along? 

Then we have an ISO-fix adaptor to make your life easier 

when switching between transport modes. A single step 

at the front makes it easy for children to climb onboard 

themselves. It has a lower front, so it is also easy to lift 

children or heavy objects into and out of the platform.

The hood is easy to detach during summertime, and if it 

rains, simply attach it to the six fixing points and go. The 

hood opens at the front and rear. A flat cover is also an 

option when carrying goods.

MANOEUVRABILITY ON THREE WHEELS

A Cargoo offers excellent steering properties and is easy 

to manoeuvre. The steering system is a head tube solution 

with a steering damper for a comfortable, stable ride. 

It comes with hydraulic disc brakes and the handlebar 

comes in one fixed position to fit all.

GEAR & MOTOR OPTIONS

A motor gives you the extra power boost to make your 

journey more comfortable. We offer you various 

motor options. Choose between the Shimano STePS 

center motor or the Bafang rear hub motor, both with 

different gearing options.
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ENGINEERED FOR CHILDREN

We put our knowledge from developing products for children into 

our seat solutions. The seats are e.g., carefully developed with a 

100-degree seating angle. The right ergonomic position of children 

is our focus – important when used every day!

Explore all seat solutions on www.wintherbikes.com

Seats

How many children will be onboard? Will you be bringing your  

baby along? In every Winther Kangaroo, you can customise 

the seat configuration to suit your needs. All our cabins take 

up to four children and we offer a variety of seat combinations, 

including our newest ISO-fix adaptor solution.

Customised To Fit
Your Family



    Item no: 39240     Item no: 2x 39240

    Item no: 2x 39240 + 1x 19054

    Item no: 2x 39245

    Item no: 39288 + 39245

    Item no: 39245 + 39290

    Item no: 39256     Item no: 39285     Item no: 39285 + 39290 + 33356

    Item no: 39295

    Item no: 2x 39240 + 2x 19054

    Item no: 39288 + 39290 + 33356     Item no: 39285+39330 (Only ISO-Fix console. Baby seat not included)



Motor Options

With an E-motor you will increase your reach of 

distance and minimize the efforts you have to use. 

Not to mention all the other benefits that an E-motor 

offers, such as emission-free travel, low maintenance 

and insurance costs, and no parking fees. 

Tailwind On Demand
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CHOOSING THE RIGHT MOTOR 

Choosing the right motor to suit your needs depends on various aspects. The Bafang rear hub 

motor gives you powerful pedalling assistance and can feel like you are getting a friendly push from 

behind. When the sensor-based motor kicks in you get a consistent and even help from the motor 

matching your selected assist level.

The Shimano STePS centermotor gives the bike the most optimal balance and weight 

distribution. Like the rear hub motor, it also gives you a powerful pedalling, but the center motor 

offers you a smoother and more stable ride as you know it from a regular bike. The motor is torque 

based. The power is transferred directly to the pedals, and the more power you put into the pedals 

the more assistance you will get from the motor.

Choosing the right motor is about technical specs, but certainly also about personal 

preferences. Visit your local Winther dealer for guidance and experience the different motor 

types or visit wintherbikes.com for more comprehensive technical specifications.



Accessories

What do you need? Practicality or added comfort? 

Accessorise your bike! We offer lots of options that cover 

your needs on a Winther Kangaroo. You can see some here 

and check out our website at Wintherbikes.com for more.

Additional Accessories
For Every Need
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RAIN COVER

ISO-FIX SOLUTION SUNSHADE

POCKET ONE-KEY-SOLUTION
SAME KEY FOR LOCK AND BATTERY

ADJUSTABLE LUXE SEAT

5-POINT HARNESS 

ABUS FRAME LOCK 
INCL .  1M CHAIN
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1 setting 1 setting 1 setting

Head tube-based to ensure 
stable and dynamic steering 

Head tube-based to ensure 
stable and dynamic steering 

Head tube-based to ensure 
stable and dynamic steering 

Impact-resistant polyethylene (PE), 
UV stabilised

Impact-resistant PSPE material, 
UV stabilised

Impact-resistant PSPE material, 
UV stabilised

Aluminium 6061 Aluminium 6061 (rear), steel (front) Aluminium 6061 (rear), steel (front)

Independent torsion bar 
on front wheels — –

Phthalate-free nylon, 
shower-proof material 

Phthalate-free nylon, 
shower-proof material 

Phthalate-free nylon, 
shower-proof material 

20×1.75 with mono-suspended hub, 
double-base aluminium rims and 

hydraulic disc brakes

20×1.75 with mono-suspended hub, 
double-base aluminium rims and 

hydraulic disc brakes

20×1.75 with mono-suspended hub, 
double-base aluminium rims and 

hydraulic disc brakes

26×1.75 with a selection of 
gear and brake options

26×1.75 with a selection of 
gear and brake options

26×1.75 with a selection of 
gear and brake options

38 kg incl. hood excl. seats, 
excl. E-system

38,4 kg incl. hood excl. seats, 
excl. E-system

43 kg incl. hood excl. seats, 
excl. E-system

250 Kg 250 Kg 250 Kg

86 cm 84.5 cm 84.5 cm

Length: 210 cm, width: 90 cm, 
height: 120 cm

Length: 207 cm, width: 89 cm, 
height: 115 cm

Length: 207 cm, width: 89 cm, 
height: 114 cm (handlebar), 126 cm (hood)

Length: 95 cm, width: 70 cm, elbow width: 77 cm, 
height from cabin seat to hood: 77 cm

Length: 86 cm, width: 71.5 cm, 
height from cabin seat to hood: 74 cm

Length: 86 cm, width: 70 cm, 
height from cabin seat to hood: 74 cm

FRAME CONSTRUCTION

KANGAROO LUXE KANGAROO LITE CARGOO

CABIN BASE

HOOD

STEERING SYSTEM

STEERING DAMPER

FRONT WHEEL SUSPENSION

FRONT WHEELS

REAR WHEELS

NET WEIGHT

TOTAL MAX WEIGHT

WHEEL TRACK SPACING

DIMENSIONS

CABIN DIMENSIONS

WInther Bikes
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Enjoy 
The Ride

Winther  Bikes,  Rygesmindevej  2 ,  8653 Them, Denmark,
info@wintherbikes.com, wintherbikes.com, +45 70 25 72 88

W I N T H E R B I K E S .C O M F O L LOW  W I N T H E R  B I K E S


